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Today we explored the three little pigs. First we read the 

book that we could push, pull and slide the taps to bring 

the book to life. 

We then used the book as refence and did sensory play. 

The children explored the bark and strew rubbing it be-

tween their hands and on the ground. This was a great 

way for the children to explore different texters.  

We then glued the item onto paper to build our own 

house to hide from the wolf.  
 



This morning we played out in the jellyfish and seahorse yard. We explore the 

soft climbing frame and did someone play cooking with the older children. 

 

Alina and Timothy explored the different texter balls on the mat using their 

hands and mouths.  

 

We worked on our find motor skills with the puzzle trying to place them back 

into the first ones. We looked at the different animals on the puzzle and song 

old MacDonald had a farm using the animals on the puzzles.  

 

Maddie, Alina and Timothy also played some musical interment on the mat all 

together. They all seem to enjoy the rattlers as they made the most sound.   



We also would like if you could sent a 

photo of you and your child/ren with 

their mother, aunty or grandmother/

nan for our mother’s day display. 

LO 3.2 – Children take increasing responsibility for their own health & physical well-being 

LO 4.2 – Children develop a range of skills and process such as problem solving, 

enquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching & investigating  

LO 5.1 – Children interact verbally & non-verbally with others for a range of purposes 

The texter balls seem to be a hit with the children something add more of and 

different sizes for them to explore.   

The three little pigs book and natural sensory activity  them to seem to enjoying 

playing with the strew and bark with their hands.  

 


